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--

Living in the Southwest of Victoria, and travelling extensively, I am appalled at the declined roads that VICROADS are responsible for. The sides of the roads may be graded, however no guttering is dug into the sides to allow water to drain, hence the rain water comes back under the bitumen and then sides break down with the traffic. POTHOLES eat up our tyres and dent the rims of our vehicles because there are so many that trying to avoid one hole means collecting another 3 or 4 holes. Transports have enough to contend with, without the inappropriate roads they are forced to use to get our lifestyles to us. I commend our Corangamite Shire for the way they treat their roads, but at times the VICROADS roads let them down. Just look at the DVD’s the wonderful Corangamite Shire has made on the roads in our Shire. SHAME ON VICROADS.
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